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Totally revised, this updated cookbook bursts with a large number of fresh color photographs
and a lot more than 200 recipes to entice actually the fussiest baby or toddler.        This classic
cookbook covers the essentials, from flavorful initial purees, winning lunchbox combos, and
easy-to-make family meals to finger-licking picnic and party noshes, all while delighting the eye
and providing hardworking information on nutrition, preparation and cooking occasions,
freezing instructions, and tips about how to handle food allergies, additives, and tricky eaters.
The link between the food that children eat and their physical and general well-being is more
popular today. From first foods for weaning infants and delicious snack foods to tempt toddlers
with tiny appetites, to imaginative and nutritious meals that the whole family can enjoy. Armed
with this easy-to-make use of cookbook, you can be self-confident of preparing enticing meals
that will give your child the best nutritional start in existence.  No household with young
children ought to be without this cookbook.
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Great book utilized for years I bought this book long ago (before it had been a "brand-new
expanded edition") for my initial baby.I've learned all about NEW ingredients that can quickly
become staples in my own diet as well. Too much cheese The book looks great and I like some
recipes.. I would make a big batch, freeze, and then grab what I required. Some reviewers have
stated the recipes seemed exotic. I had by no means bought a LEEK or a AVOCADO. ALL GOOD
THINGS. Most everything are available in any supermarket. Occassionally something was
unusual (I really believe Annabel Karmel is usually British - hence the usage of some unfamiliar
vegetables). I utilized mangos, kiwis, papaya, parsnips (non-e of my kids enjoyed those), leeks.
Bought as a shower present. All the pages are splattered from being used so often.With that
said, the book has quality recipes up to age 5. Five Stars Great product. I often give this as
something special to new mothers.I give this book a lot for baby showers. I appreciated feeling
empowered being able to put together food for my kid rather than feeding jar after jar of shop
bought baby food. That is a great way to obtain ideas and if you're not really familiar with a
particular product that's where you can find a child friendly recipe.. If you make extras, the
majority of the foods are freezer-suitable even.I highly recommend preparing your infant's food
over jarred baby meals and I recommend this reserve for that process. That isn't accepted by
American pediatricians. In Europe kids aren't provided cheese with every food and appearance
at them, they possess much healthier diets and are in a position to eat smth that is not
mac'n'cheese or pasta or french fries in a cafe. a must-have I really like this cookbook. I went
back to the reserve to get quality recipes for 9 mos & I do not believe that 20 moments of work
to create nutritionally dense meals for my 8 mo. old is extreme. (She'll eat what I make for two
days so it is only 20 min. every two times)When she started eating more food, she refused to eat
plain steamed vegetables (pureed or not really) and jar meals.. refused to eat anything else
besides fruit, string cheese or puffs. Not an optimal diet for a growing child. Naturally I was
worried because she utilized to eat a plethora of pureed foods (most were recipes from this
book). I really like cooking, though, and often prepare elaborate meals for we. up and it worked.
My child really enjoys a number of these recipes, they are not too hard and we usually have the
ingredients around. Used it 15 years ago for my oldest kid and continue to use a few of the
quality recipes with some small seasoning adjustments to this day for your family. The recipes
out of this book are actually palatable to her.. I still use the family recipe section. Yellowish
vegetables and cheese are so good for your growing baby. (There exists a slight absence of
vegetables in the recipe but that's probably because they're less palatable; but when a recipe
needed an ingredient that I just couldn't fathom.) There exists a previous review, however, that
correctly mentions that fresh strawberries or eggs should not be fed to your child until he/she is
certainly one and there exists a pureed strawberry recipe in this publication. A child should
discover ways to love meals without cheese or ketchup or pasta. The rest, though, I have found
to be good, sound advice. While I discover cheese delicious, I don't believe putting my 10 weeks
aged on a cheese diet plan is an excellent idea. It really is a small time-intensive nevertheless,
you don't have to cook every day. Almost every additional recipe contains this product.. and
worked well my way up to one year. Overall, I believe this book can be an asset to people who
would like to prepare their baby's meals.It pushes beyond the normal American fare of chicken
nuggets, pizza, fries.I'd like to add, now 4 months later on, that my husband and I will eat her
meals some nights! Instead of freezing the the other portions, he and I'll sit down and eat her
meals with her...... There are a great number of new and revised recipes since I purchased it a
decade ago. I don't know what my baby would eat if it wasn't because of this book... it really
pushes me from the norm. I like that the microwave is left out of the cooking procedure in this



book.. Microwaving your food depletes it of anti-oxidant vitamins as well as other key
nutrients.So that it began with apples, pears, melons.. I even used the california chicken salad
recipe for a celebration I hosted... But in my estimation there is too much cheese in this book.
and was very helpful at coming up with ways to make proteins and supplement rich vegetables
edible and interesting to young ones new tastebuds. Variety, variety. I was given this as a gift
and purchased it . and always adding new aspect veggies. That is a book full of great ideas....
Obviously, she enjoys it, but we're always amazed how good it preferences..I love the fish
recipes as well... Cod AuGratin, And Tilapia with Root Vegetables... Purees for 8 month olds...I
like how balanced this publication is...I've begun with the infant food purees. Then i used it for
the next 3 children. I am not really a health-nut, nor a culinary guru.I am very pleased. Macaroni
and cheese made out of carrots and pasta superstars, fresh cheddar. I frequently add mashed
sweet peas to the recipes. I loved understanding which recipes I could freeze.. I just still left it
out.. But I did make recipes that experienced "unusual" ingredients.TIME--- the time to get ready
these meals is a concept you need to consider. Freezing a months value of "Tasty Beef"...... YES,
there is a consideration time.I got this book from the library.CHEAP--- did I mention these
recipes have become inexpensive and assist you to control what's in the meals your baby eats..
and decided to purchase it.... potatoes, yams, peas. I was presented with this as a gift and
purchased it to provide to my sister.As someone who's done a masters in nutrition, I feel pleased
with the dietary plan I feed my kid when I use recipes from this book.Great Price. Used it with my
kids who are actually 17 and 15. I used things I would not have used without this book. Ideal
from a foodie.it had been quick, easy, and very delicious. She put up such a fuss & I rarely made
the recipes after the 18 month section. Perfect from a foodie Loive this reserve.Great
transaction! Love this book! I love this publication, so was purchasing it as something special for
a pal. It arrived promptly and in perfect condition! Great Start for Nutrition I love a cook book
with photos, and this book you'll love to look at, plus your little one. This is an excellent place to
start to make nutritious meals for baby . She wants to eat the food I lead to her!. This is a great
place to start to create nutritious meals for baby or more. other things again. It's power is in the
4-12 month range of foods. First time mom foodie Great for first-time moms. My husband and I
have enjoyed some of the recipes too given that we are ... She eats vegetables & We have
enjoyed some of the recipes as well now that we are in the 12-18month chapter.
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